Newspaper Needs News

A newspaper for the Evergreen community, advocate or otherwise, appears imminent in the near future of the new Olympia-area college. As a result of a general "communications organization" meeting held Tuesday evening, interested student and staff members plan to begin immediately a new editing arrangement throughout the campus community, to include newly-formed clubs and activities of interest to all members.

Since no one knows what's happening more than an involved and highly motivated participant, the beginning newspaper "staff" will welcome the assistance of study program members as well as club enthusiasts with information on activities, projects and plans of interest to others. A temporary drop for each page will be available on an interest basis in Library Room 3217, this "Special Action" center, shared by a variety of campus groups, is located on the third floor "behind" the Bookstore, elevator, and the room is reached by taking two left turns from the stairs or elevator that are across from the Financial and Counseling Office.

Sunday Session Beckons

A special Sunday afternoon session for people with school or commercial journalism backgrounds to initiate those interested in starting a newspaper at this was one of many concrete plans toward the spring start of an Evergreen paper. Set for 1 p.m., in Library Room 3202, located diagonally from the Bookstore, the "Sunday session" will involve a wide cross-section of Evergreen community members, both those with previous experience on student newspapers and people who have little or no background in journalism or production, only a fiery interest in becoming involved in this beginning effort.

School Needs 2 Papers?

Among suggestions for the immediate start of some sort of stop-gap communications device that the newspaper-interest group begin with two types of "alte-abo" newspapers to fill "the right needs of the Evergreen community." One would be a daily news of activities planned for the next few days, and the second would supplement the "weekly newsletter" with further information on items of interest to the pioneer of 1939.

In addition, during the beginning effort, participants will also offer new items for the College Relations "Newsletter."